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FFWD WHEELS LAUNCHES THE TYRO
THE NEW STANDARD IN CARBON WHEELS BELOW 1000
EURO!

Being all about producing the best wheels to make you go fast we took the
knowledge and experience of our top model and implemented them in a new
model at a new price level - the TYRO!

This wheel set is for the cycling enthusiast who knows what difference good wheels can make

and goes for quality and is looking for the ultimate balance of both price and quality. He wants

that one carbon set that can be used at all times on all terrains. Not only on the road but with

the possibility to fit tires up to 40mm the TYRO is also suitable for gravel use.

This all-round wheel set offers all common technical standards of today. A full carbon clincher

set which is tubeless ready and only for disc brakes. High quality hub internals with a

ratchet system and the same wheel building quality FFWD is known for at the spectacular

price of 999 Euro for the set! As usual the wheels come with accessories included in the nice

FFWD wheelbag.

The new FFWD TYRO will be available for delivery in April.

For all the details and specifications of this great wheel set please check the specification chart

and visit our media kit for more images. Check out our introduction video!

⏲

https://ffwd.pr.co/
https://ffwd.pr.co/media_kits/223219/
https://youtu.be/NtmF0aW_Rjk


Building fast, strong carbon wheels: that was our goal as we started our company FFWD Wheels in the year of
2006. Craftsmanship, high quality and durability are our most important values. In a few years of time FFWD
Wheels has grown into a company with a global distribution network and a solid reputation.

All FFWD Wheels are handmade at our company in the Dutch town of Zwolle. Our wheel builders pay close
attention to every wheel. This leads to wheels which are feather light and strong as iron: FFWD Wheels are no
mass product. FFWD Wheels are of high quality, hand built in the Netherlands.

FFWD Wheels does not only produce high-end wheels for the Road, we also build wheels for the Track,
Cyclocross, Triathlon and MTB.
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